
DIRECTIONS: Drawing Conclusions Read the paragraph and write  C in the blank
at the left of each of the statements that is a likely conclusion that can be drawn. Then
answer the questions that follow.
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Workbook Activity 30
Feudalism in Medieval Europe

Name Date Class 

With the collapse of Charlemagne’s empire, Western Europe lost its last strong
central government. Instead, nobles who owned land gained more power. These
lords created manors on their lands. A manor usually consisted of the lord’s castle,
the surrounding fields, and a village. Serfs lived in the village, worked the noble’s lands,
and also grew food for themselves. The lord controlled their lives. For instance, serfs
had to get permission to leave the manor or to marry. They even had to pay the lord
for certain services, like using the village mill. Not all nobles, however, owned land.
These nobles became vassals for a lord. Vassals served in the lord’s army as knights,
and in return, they received land from the lord. Free peasants made up another social
group in feudal Europe. These peasants often lived on the village manors but their
lives were somewhat different from the lives of serfs. For instance, they could leave
the manor whenever they wanted.

1. The collapse of Charlemagne’s empire brought changes to 
Western Europe.

2. Kings did not play an important role in feudal European society.

3. Most serfs could earn land from the lord.

4. Manors were made up of large pieces of land.

5. Vassals held a higher social rank than peasants did.

6. What kinds of work do you think peasants performed? Explain.

7. What do you think vassals who received land from a lord did with it?

8. What conclusions can you make about the difference between peasants and 

serfs? Peasants enjoyed more rights than serfs did.

working their fields. 

They probably set up their own manors with serfs and peasants 

lord’s fields, they lived on manors.

Many peasants probably farmed, since, like serfs who worked in the 
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